
Upvotes User Name Question text
0 HG Table 0: Create a hackathon in 12 months / publicize date in 6 months / organize tasks force in 3 months

4 Table 1 Table 1: Collect data on willingness to pay premiums to fund access to public and shared transit. Pilot programs 
around findings.

6 Table 2 Table 2: city wide mobile alerts to reduce demand during peak in 12 mths. Identify when to send alerts in 6 
mths. Run small scale pilot test the hypo in 3 mths.

4 Table 3 Table 3:  Education for All: 3 mo - Wifi for all; 6 mo - remote education for all; 9 mo – workforce pipeline for all; 
12 mo – housing, growth and awesomeness

4 Table 4 Table 4: Democratize Geographic Information System /1m ID community partners /3m  GIS platform, identify 
data and data needs /6m roll out platform /12m update

4 Table 5 Table 5: Eval impacts in cities based on how orgs prove that they can meet objectives. Create pilot competition. 
6m update, 12m issue general toolkit on running comps

1 Table 6 Table 6: to foster equity, build a polling mechanism to find priorities & use that to identify data KPIs

7 Table 7 Table 7: Convene a regional working group that identity the value, gaps, and roadblocks to regional data 
sharing.  Result is legislative and regulatory package.

23 Table 8 Table 8: Year-long City-wide energy challenge. Advertise conservation actions in public campaign. Utility offers 
energy credits quarterly to winning neighborhoods.

10 Table 9 Table 9:   Data collaboration among cities on economic, opportunity and environmental cost of commute, Q1: 
Identify cities, Q2: Implement Q3: Recommend policy

29 Jon Coleman Inaccess and inequity are defining our society but are not reflective of our values.  Enabling people to thrive 
requires addressing inaccess and inequity.

28 Shaun Hoyte Policy and technology alone do not guarantee the necessary change in human behavior which is essential to 
meet our energy needs

24 Devra Schwartrz In a world without shared, accessible data, nomatter how hard we try, we will remain captive in our silos.

15 Ke Wei Cities have committed to reducing their carbon emissions 80% by 2050, but we must do so in a way that is 
equitable and resilient

14 Sienna Rogers Critical infrastructure that is continuously reliable and instantly resilient in emergencies is expensive, 
challenging to manage and difficult to justify.
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13 Jenna Agins Critical facilities, businesses and cities do not consider resiliency on par with climate change action, adaptation 

and mitigation

11 Danielle Harris & Warren 
Logan

If we electrified all the cars in San Francisco tomorrow, our lowest income residents would still be left behind.

8 Stephan Feilhauer Lack of distributed energy generation and storage is holding back cleaner technologies, impedes resilience and 
hinders monetization of smart infrastructure

4 Anonymous Have you accounted for how long the retrofit work itself will take to upgrade all of the NYC buildings? Where 
does that play in achieving the 80x50 goal?

4 Jessica Lau A Smart City without controls is a like a race car without a steering wheel. A Smart City needs optimization and 
controls across its grid assets.

3 Anonymous Can you share the cost of retrofits? This will allow us to understand the scale of capital one if talking about.

3 Anonymous Kip: how do you, and the city of SJ at large, balance the tradeoffs between the value of data in your work and 
how costly it can be to collect good data?

3 Gary Leatherman Cyber workforce shortfall to meet growing vulnerabilities

2 Anonymous How much of NYC's housing stock is rent-controlled? Are there any incentives to get building owners to 
upgrade their buildings yet maintain affordabel housing?

1 Anonymous Kei Wei - how are you pushing decarbonization in cooking? Commercial kitchens are 1.5x more energy 
intensive than offices and are largely fueled by natural gas.

1 Anonymous How do you account for the cost avoidance in your ROI for resiliency investments

1 Anonymous @Jenna: how are you differentiating between resiliency and adaptation? they often seem to be used 
interchangeably.

1 HG Ke: what is top on your wish list to reconcile needed infrastructure optimization and social equity?

1 Jim Davis, EPRI ....and the combined of aging urban infrastructure of pipes (water/gas) and wires (power/telecom)?

1 Matt How do you plan for huge leaps of technology innovation? For the KCI example, investment in city l-wide WiFi 
vs waiting for 5G
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0 Anonymous Is NYC doing anything to incentivize manufacturers? I'm not sure the commercial heat pump water heaters 

exist to service the need. Similar for space heating

0 Anonymous General question - are the slide decks from the presenters available somewhere To be downloaded?

0 HG Who is essential to the energy transformation soundtrack?

0 HG Who are the most important stakeholders to the energy transformation challenge?

0 HG Bob - what are the core pre-requisites for like cities to mirror the success of Kansas City?

0 Jenna Agins Critical infrastructure that is continuously reliable and instantly resilient in emergencies is expensive, 
challenging to manage and difficult to justify.

0 Jim Davis, EPRI Lot’s of great discussion about electrification, renewables, transportation....What about water and the 
challenges of climate forcing....

0 Jim Davis, EPRI PII is already loose with little privacy via social media, often with willing public participation.  Why not share 
critical infrastructure data to serve public?

0 Kaiyu Sum What are the strategies to encourage stakeholders to actually retrofit their buildings?And how do you select 
the buildings to be retrofitted (e.g. priority)?


